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It was another bubbly day at the Fishdom for
Magnus the crab and her best buddy; Downy

the clownfish as they were exploring
underwater.



They would fequently scout the wide
Fishdom out of sheer curiosity. They'd

always find something new and intriguing. 



Magnus and Downy were extremely worried about
the environment and the increase of pollution.



Following their regular exploration, They'd try
to clean the waters and the beach. Collecting

all the trash in an abandoned cave.



Magnus was just done cleaning, when a bag of chips
fell down and she swam up to find the culprit.



She found Gabby; the little girl sitting there. "Were
you the one who threw that bag of chips?" she

enquired, eventually finding that Gabby threw the
bag.



Magnus politely confronted Gabby by taking her
underwater and showing her the huge pile of trash.

Guilty, Gabby accepts her mistake.



Over the days, the pollution rises rapidly and Downy gets
ill because of it. It became harder for Magnus to clean the

beach and the Fishdom.



Once, while Magnus was cleaning, she saw a
group of young children moving forward towards

the beach led by Gabby.



The children start cleaning the beach
and the waters. Gabby and the group

had assisted Magnus tremedously.



Slowly, Downy recovered and the atmosphere
underwater was cheerful once again.



Magnus and Downy thanked Gabby for her aid. They 
 become best friends and always helped each other out.



My name is Rashida, I am twelve years old and I am from
UAE. In my spare time, I love to draw, swim and read

books.
 

I wanted to share a message all over the world for
problems we need to face which will help in the

betterment of people. I dream of being a teacher and
living in a world that is clean and filled with peace, a world

without conflict.





'The Beach Clean-up' tells you the story of Magnus the crab and
how she is against pollution. It also shows the support of her
friends throughout the book. Magnus is determined to get rid
of waste on the beach as much as she can and along the way

she makes a new friend. Experience the journey of Magnus and
her friends as they hope to make things right.


